
COURTESY OF E-SPECTRUM

San Antonio-based E-Spectrum Technologies has
been approved by the federal government to
manufacture and market a two-way messaging
device for mine workers.

E-Spectrum Technologies wins approval for mine-safety device 
Feb 12, 2014, 12:54pm CST Updated: Feb 12, 2014, 2:03pm CST

San Antonio-based electronics company E-Spectrum Technologies has 
received federal approval for a communications device that allows 
trapped miners to communicate with rescuers on the surface.

The U.S. Department of Labor’s Mine Safety and Health Administration 
authorized the company’s Rescue Dog system for use in mine collapses. 
Because coal mines contain flammable methane, the company had to 
demonstrate the device wouldn’t create charges that could trigger a fire or 
explosion.

“We just got the actual approval letter on Monday,” E-Spectrum CEO   
Robert Houston says. “It’s been a two-year process to get here.”

Rescue Dog allows two-way text messaging between miners and emergency crews on the surface using low-
frequency signals that can pass through thousands of feet of earth.

It’s one of just two such communication devices on the market, Houston adds. The other is manufactured by giant 
Lockheed Martin Corp.

“Theirs weighs about 1,300 pounds and ours weighs 50,” Houston says. “Big difference.”

E-Spectrum, which spun off from applied research giant Southwest Research Institute 20 years ago, primarily 
produces electronic devices for the oil industry and federal government. 
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Reporter
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Government Approves E-Spectrum Technologies’ New Emergency
Communication System for Use in U.S. Coal Mines

The U.S. Department of Labor Gives Go Ahead to Use New System in Hazardous Underground
Mines

San Antonio, TX (PRWEB) February 13, 2014 -- Expanding on its popular line of industrial automation
products, E-Spectrum Technologies announced that the company’s Rescue Dog™ System has successfully
completed the U.S. Department of Labor’s Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) equipment safety
certification process, the culmination of a two year application procedure that began on February 22, 2012. This
certification establishes Rescue Dog as one of only two systems worldwide to be approved by MSHA as a
through-the-earth emergency communication system for use in underground coal mines. Built on E-Spectrum’s
newly patented technologies that allow low power signals to travel wirelessly directly through the earth for
thousands of feet, the battery-powered Rescue Dog System will provide trapped or injured miners direct two-
way communication with surface rescue personnel.

A Long Overdue Technology
Although provisions of the MINER Act passed by Congress in June 2006 require underground coal mines to
provide survivable emergency communication systems for use after a disaster, this requirement was waived
pending development of enabling technologies that are safe to use in the presence of the explosive gasses often
found in these mines. The Rescue Dog System was specifically designed to meet this need. The newly
approved Rescue Dog System will be released this March for worldwide distribution through MineARC
Systems, an Australian company specializing in mine safety products. MineARC also distributes a version of
the Rescue Dog system intended for use in non-explosive mine environments.

Founded in 1994, E-Spectrum Technologies provides a range of industrial products, services, and technologies
for mining and upstream oil & gas markets.
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